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As discussed in the Event 201 pandemic
game, removing "disinformation" was
considered, especially on social media, while
making sure only legitimate information was
provided. It appears that particular solution
might be in play regarding the COVID 19
"pandemic".
A video by Jerry Day, Is COVID-19 Even Real,
was posted on You Tube and subsequently
removed for "violating You Tube's Community
Guidelines". The video concerned a Global Research article, Manufactured Pandemic:
Testing People for Any Strain of a Coronavirus, Not Specifically for COVID-19, which outlined
how COVID 19 testing, as stated in the title, is not specific to that virus. Mr. Day went on to
describe how our economic system is being devastated as a result of this "pandemic".
An outfit called Health Feedback posted their own article on the same day as the Global
Research article, declaring Mr. Day's video and the article itself were both "inaccurate", citing
"no data or information to support its claims" as one of the reasons. While it is true that the
scientist who declared the COVID 19 testing as faulty chose to remain anonymous, why
would the article's author choose to write about something so audacious?
The answer lies in the United Nations (UN) and its propaganda censorship activities. Health
Feedback is a "worldwide network of scientists sorting fact from fiction in health and medical
media coverage. Our goal is to help readers know which news to trust." Looking at the
About link, the name changes from Health Feedback to Science Feedback. One of its
partners, Credibility Coalition, also works on finding solutions to "disinformation".
It just so happens that Health Feedback is "a member of the WHO-led project Vaccine Safety
Net (VSN)" with Science Feedback being the "parent organization" to Health Feedback. So it
is only scientists from Science Feedback that have the expertise to determine what is
legitimate or not, and somehow have the ability to remove, or perhaps influence removal of
that information, on what they deem isn't true or accurate. The World Health Organization
(WHO) VSN "is a global network of websites, established by the World Health Organization,
that provides reliable information on vaccine safety." So WHO's solution to misinformation is

to participate in censoring or countering any opposing information? Looks that way.
Why would anyone in their right mind trust any organization that threatens more "body bags"
when challenged? If there was ever a clue as to how despotic this and other UN
organizations are, give reason to question its motives and what really might be behind this
"pandemic", it is in those words. What exactly does he mean?
ISD Global, in which the US Department of State is a partner, as well as the UN Development
Programme (UNDP), came out with its own Disinformation Briefing report that frequently
referenced those who are "right wing", "extreme right", promoting "conspiracy theories", with
many other descriptions such as bigotry and racism, recommended "The best answer to
disinformation on health issues is to flood the information space with evidence-based
accurate information in digestible formats."
What all of these nitwits don't understand is that they themselves have posted the accurate
and reliable information that validates their covert activities to manipulate the public and give
reason as to why they shouldn't be trusted either.
Fortunately, the video, IS COVID-19 EVEN REAL, has been posted again on BitChute,
everyone is encouraged to watch it and have the opportunity to decide for themselves.

